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Abstract. In this paper we present distributed ambient graphs with business configurations
to extend our original model of service oriented computing (SOC) with an ambient topology
of locations. This ambient topology is based on the graph semantics of an adaptation of the
ambient calculus. Thus, in this new service oriented model we can formalize all the external
sites that take place in a service oriented application. Each site providing a service to a
given service oriented application, will have its own business activity and it will have the
possibility to transfer events with the service oriented application. Additionally, providing
services can of course also require services to external sites. In this approach, we can also
model several service oriented applications developed in different external sites. Thus, the
resulting formalism allow us to perform choreographies.
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1 Introduction

Service Oriented Computing (SOC) is a software paradigm that uses services provided by external
sites distributed over the Internet to deliver services to client applications. Service-oriented pro-
grams can decide at run time which services to select after a process of discovery and ranking that
takes into account how they meet required behavioural requirements and service-level constraints.

In [16] and then completed in [15], we present a graph transformation approach to formalize the
service oriented model of the Sensoria Reference Modeling Language (SRML) [9]. SRML [9] is a
service modeling language developed as part of the EU-FET project SENSORIA [20], whose aim
was to develop a novel comprehensive approach to the engineering of software systems for service-
oriented architectures where foundational theories, techniques and methods are fully integrated
in a pragmatic software engineering approach. The language has supported basic research on
fundamental concepts of SOC including a model for service-oriented interactions [8], an abstract
model for service discovery and binding [7], and a model for dynamic reconfiguration [6].

In our graph semantics, business configurations are represented by symbolic graphs [17] whose
hyperedges represent components and events. Each connected subgraph is a business activity
whose nodes represent wires. Additionally, the semantics has two different graph transformation
rules for these two ways of transforming the state: state transformation rules and reconfiguration
rules.

A state transformation rule is a rule that can make the transformations in one activity like for
example process an event, eliminating it from a node of a component, or transform the values of the
attributes of a component using information of the processed events of its nodes. A reconfiguration
rule connects one business activity with another. Each time one requires an external service and
one is chosen, the business activity which requires the service is composed with the business
activity of the service. Therefore, in [15] business activities are built in a single domain, location
or ambient and one can compose several external services possibly from different locations in the
same activity.

Symbolic graphs are especially adequate for business configurations because they are the most
convenient graph formalism with attributes whose values have to be specified. Indeed, as shown
in [17], symbolic graphs are more expressive than the standard approach [3]: for example, it
allows us to specify arbitrary conditions on the attributes of a graph. On the other hand, with
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symbolic graphs, we may define different strategies for evaluating attributes when doing graph
transformation, allowing for more flexibility [18]. Moreover, the extension with temporal formulas
in [15] allow us to model de behavior of components and modules and to define requires and
provides specifications in the with clause of symbolic graphs.

In this work, we develop the concept of distributed ambient graphs with business configurations
to extend the original model of SOC with an ambient topology of locations using the basic ideas of
the ambient calculus developed in [2] and adapted for our purposes giving a graph transformation
semantics in [14]. Thus, in this new service oriented model we can model all the external sites that
take place in a service oriented application. Each site providing a service to a given service oriented
application, will have its own business activity and it will have the possibility to transfer events
with the service oriented application. Additionally, providing services can of course also require
services to external sites. In this approach, we can also model several service oriented applications
developed in different external sites. Thus, our service oriented model goes beyond the modelling
language presented in [9], and it can be seen as a choreographic formalism which we relate with
other ones in the last section.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present first-order and temporal symbolic
graphs. In Section 3 we present the basic ideas of business configurations of [15], and in Section 4
we present distributed ambient graphs with business configurations. In Section 5, we present an
example and in Section 6 we relate our work and give some conclusions and future work.

2 First-order and Temporal Symbolic Graphs

In this section, we first present symbolic graphs with first-order formulas, and then we define
temporal symbolic graphs. Although the syntax of both are very similar, they have different
semantics.

2.1 First-order Symbolic Graphs

Symbolic (hyper)graphs [17] can be seen as a specification of a class of attributed graphs (i.e.,
of graphs including values from a given data algebra in their nodes or edges). In particular, in
a symbolic graph, values are replaced by variables, and a set of formulas Φ specifies the values
that the variables may take. We may consider that a symbolic graph SG denotes the class of all
graphs obtained by replacing the variables in the graph by values that satisfy Φ. For example,
the symbolic graph with a propositional formula in Figure 1 specifies a class of attributed graphs
including distances in the edges that satisfy the triangle inequality.

Fig. 1. A symbolic graph

Symbolic graphs are based on a special kind of labeled graphs, called E-graphs, where labels
are variables (for more details, see [3,4]). The only difference between the notion of E-graph that
we use and that in [3] is that we deal with hypergraphs. This means that, for every graph G,
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instead of having edges with just source and target graph nodes, we have hyperedges that are
connected to a sequence of graph nodes. Additionally, nodes and hyperedges can have attributes.

Definition 1. A first-order symbolic graph over the data algebra D is a pair 〈G,ΦG〉, where G
is an E-graph over a set of variables X and ΦG is a set of first-order formulas over the operations
and predicates in D including variables in X and elements in D.

In Figure 2 we give an example of a symbolic rule with one symbolic graph on the left-hand
side of the big black right arrow and another on the right-hand side. The meaning of the rule is
explained below. The E-graph on the left-hand side has two hyperedges: one denotes an event that
has one node and five attributes – the name of the event (booktrip) and four event parameters;
the other hyperedge denotes a component that has three nodes and five attributes – the name
of the component (BookAgent) and four variable components. These kind of graphs are part of
business activities as defined in the next section.

Symbolic graphs over D together with their morphisms form the category SymbGraphsD.
In [17] it is shown that SymbGraphsD is an adhesive HLR category, which means that all the
fundamental results of the theory of graph transformations apply to this kind of graphs [4].

As usual, typed symbolic graphs can be defined as morphisms from a given symbolic graph
into a type graph.

Definition 2. A typed labeled graph (AG,t) over a type graph ATG consist of a labeled graph (AG)
together with a graph morphism (t : AG→ ATG).

As in [4], we consider that graph transformation rules consist of three parts, L ←↩ K ↪→ R,
the left-hand side L, the right-hand side R, and K that is the common part of L and R, i.e.
K is included in both L and R. Nevertheless, for simplicity, in our examples, only the left and
right hand sides of the rules will be shown, leaving the common part implicit. Applying a rule
L ←↩ K ↪→ R to a given graph G means matching L to some subgraph of G using an injective
morphism m : L → G, then computing a graph F that includes all the elements in G that are
not in the image of L \K and, finally, computing the result of the transformation H, obtained by
adding to F all the elements that are in L \K. Formally, this is equivalent to defining H in terms
of the diagram below, where (1) and (2) are pushouts.

L

(1)m

��

K

(2)

? _oo � � //

��

R

m′

��
G F?

_oo � � // H

In the case of symbolic graph transformation, we consider that the left-hand side of the rules
includes no conditions. As shown in [18] this is not a limitation but, on the contrary, it allows for
additional flexibility. This means that symbolic graph transformation rules can be seen as standard
graph transformation rules together with a set of conditions, i.e. the conditions of its right-hand
side.

Definition 3. A symbolic graph transformation rule is a tuple 〈L←↩ K ↪→ R,Φ〉, where L,K,R
are E-graphs over the same set of variables XR, L←↩ K ↪→ R is a standard graph transformation
rule, and Φ is a set of formulas over XR, and over the values in the given data algebra D.

As an example, in Figure 2 we show a rule with generates an event by a Customer component. The
rule states that when a Customer requests a flight, it must generate an event with the requested
info, in order to start a process of service discovery. The formula below expresses that the origin,
destination, and departure, return and requested dates are the ones requested by the customer.
The intermediate graph K in general denotes the common subgraph between L and R. In our
example this would be the Customer hyperedge; for simplicity, we do not depict it.
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sid:int

from:str

to:stri

in:int

out:int

flight:string

price:float

getf:bool

conf:bool

reqdate:int

Customer

sid:int

from:str

to:str

in:int

out:int

flight:string

price:float

getf:bool

conf:bool

reqdate:int

Customer

booktrip֠

fromf: string

tof: string

outf: int

inf: int

reqdatef:int

with fromf = from ˄ tof = to ˄ outf = out ˄ inf = in ˄

getf = true ˄ reqdatef = reqdate

Fig. 2. A symbolic rule

In this context, the result of applying a transformation rule 〈L ←↩ K ↪→ R,Φ〉 to a symbolic
graph 〈G,ΦG〉 is equivalent to obtaining the symbolic graph 〈H,ΦH〉, where H is the result of
applying the rule L ←↩ K ↪→ R to G and ΦH = ΦG ∪ m′(Φ). We may notice that applying a
symbolic transformation rule reduces or narrows down the number of instances of the result. For
instance, G may include an integer variable x such that ΦG does not constrain its possible values.
However, after applying a given transformation, the result graph 〈H,ΦH〉 may be such that ΦH

includes the formula x = 0, expressing that 0 is the only possible value of x.

2.2 Temporal symbolic graphs

In this section we define temporal symbolic graphs and their semantics. The basic idea is that
first-order symbolic graphs can be used to model the computation states of a service system, but
the use of temporal formulas allow us to describe its behavior.

The temporal logic that we propose is very similar to LTL as presented in [12]. The main
difference is that we work with expressions using the data algebra D, which include operators
such as <,>,=, 6=,≤ and ≥; we denote by EXPR the set of correct expressions in the data
algebra D. Boolean expressions are LTL formulas and the syntax of LTL formulas is as follows:

– If exprb is a correct boolean expression in EXPR, exprb is an LTL formula.
– If tf1 and tf2 are LTL formulas, then true, false, ¬tf1, (tf1 ∧ tf2), ©tf1 and (tf1 U tf2)

are also LTL formulas.

Note that in our formulation of LTL we have not included first-order formulas but propositional
formulas plus the temporal operators of LTL. This is because we do not need the expressive power
of first-order formulas to model service-oriented programs, and because our tool for temporal
symbolic graph transformation is much more efficient if we work with a simple propositional logic.

LTL formulas are generally interpreted over a state transition system STS consisting a set
of states S and a transition relation →. An STS can be represented as a computational graph,
where each path, formed by a sequence of states, corresponds to a possible run of the system. The
intuitive semantics of the temporal formulas over such a path is as follows: the symbols ¬ and
∧ have their usual meaning; the formula ©tf1 intuitively means that tf1 holds in the immediate
successor of the current program state; U is the until operator – the formula (tf1 U tf2) intuitively
means that there exists a prefix of the path such that tf1 holds for every state of the prefix and
tf2 holds in the next state of the prefix. The abbreviation 3 f = (true U f) intuitively means
that f will eventually hold, and 2 f = ¬3¬ f means that f will always hold.

Now we present temporal symbolic graphs and their semantics.

Definition 4. A temporal symbolic graph SG over the data algebra D is a pair SG = 〈G,ΦG〉,
where G is an E-graph over a set of variables X and ΦG is a set of LTL formulas over the
operations and predicates in D including variables in X and elements in D.
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The semantics of temporal symbolic graphs is not a class of attributed graphs but a class
of state transformation systems (STS) whose states are attributed graphs. For example, if we
have a temporal symbolic graph with just one node and an attribute b with the temporal formula
3(b = 5), the semantics of this temporal symbolic graph is the class of all state transition systems
STSB where the attributed graphs of their states have arbitrary values for that attribute b, but
with the particularity that at least in one state of all the possible paths of the STSB, we have an
attributed graph with value 5 for b.

In the same way as typed symbolic graphs, we can define typed temporal symbolic graphs.
Syntactically, transformation rules for temporal symbolic graphs are similar to first-order sym-

bolic ones, in the sense that they are also tuples 〈L←↩ K ↪→ R,Φ〉, but now Φ is a set of temporal
formulas. Moreover, instead of using arbitrary variables in the formulas in Φ to denote the values
of the attributes in the graphs in the rule, in this setting, if a variable x denotes the value of an
attribute in R and if that attribute is also present in L, then its value in L will be denoted by the
reserved name xp. As before, the application of a graph transformation rule to a given temporal
symbolic graph SG can be expressed in terms of a transformation of E-graphs.

Definition 5. Given a temporal symbolic graph SG = 〈G,ΦG〉 and transformation rule p = 〈L←↩
K ↪→ R,Φ〉 over a given data algebra D and given a morphism m : L → G, we define the
application of p to SG by means of the matching m as the transformation SG =⇒p,m SH, where
SH = 〈H,ΦH〉 is defined as follows:

1. H is defined by the double pushout diagram of E-graphs depicted below:

L

(1)m

��

K

(2)

? _oo � � //

��

R

m′

��
G F? _oo � � // H

2. ΦH = T (ΦG) ∪m′(Φ) where T is a transformation function on temporal formulas inductively
defined as follows:

– T (true) =⇒ true
– T (exprb) =⇒ exprb′

– T (¬f) =⇒ ¬T (f)
– T (f1 ∧ f2) =⇒ T (f1) ∧ T (f2)
– T (© f) =⇒ f
– T (f1 U f2) =⇒ f2 ∨ (f1 ∧ f1 U f2)

where exprb′ substitutes every variable x in exprb by xp.

We briefly justify the transformation of the most relevant cases:

– T (exprb) After applying a rule the value or the possible values of the attribute x can be
updated. In rules, we use the notation x to denote the current value of the attribute after
applying a given rule and xp to denote the previous value before applying a given rule. Thus,
after applying a rule, the previous value of an attribute x still satisfies the proposition, if we
use the previous values for all the attributes which appear in expr.

– T (© f) If we have in the with-clause of a symbolic graph this formula, after applying a rule f
must hold. If it does not hold the transformation is not valid.

– T (f1 U f2) If we have in the with-clause of a symbolic graph this formula, after applying a rule
one of the following must happen:

• f2 holds.
• f1 holds and therefore we still have to check the original temporal formula.
• f1 and f2 do not hold and therefore the transformation is not valid.

In [15] one can find details of the semantics of temporal symbolic graphs.
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3 Business Configurations and their Transformation Rules

Business configurations are represented by symbolic graphs whose hyperedges represent compo-
nents and events. Each connected subgraph is a business activity whose nodes represent wires.
Additionally, we present state transformation rules, which transform the state of a business activ-
ity.

We present this section in two subsections. First we present business configurations, and then
its associated transformation rule.

3.1 Business configurations

First we introduce the basic concept of business activity. A business activity is a symbolic graph
with components and events. Components have a positive number of nodes, an attribute with
the name of the component and a set of attributes of the component. Events are connected to a
component node and they have an attribute with the name of the event, another with the type of
the event and a set of attributes of the event. We consider two types of component nodes: internal
and interface nodes. Both types of nodes can be part of different components and events. The
main difference between these two types of nodes is that interface nodes are the ones with which
service discovery is performed. Next, we present the concept of business configuration. A business
configuration is a symbolic graph that contains a set of business activities.

As mentioned in the definition of business activities, interface nodes are not connected to
another node. When these nodes have an event, they triggered a process of selection of an external
service in an external business repository. For example, if a customer has launched an activity
module that requests a booking agent to book just a flight, the symbolic graph that represents
the initial business configuration with an instance of this activity module consists of a customer
component with a set of attributes for the flight. A graphical representation is in Figure 3. Since
business activities are in general directed acyclic graphs, we have always a distinguished initial
node with an attribute with two possible values: busy to indicate that there exists at least a
business activity of empty to indicate there is no business activity. This attribute is necessary to
define a transformation rule for distributed ambient graphs of business configurations which will
be defined in next section.

Figure 4 show a different stage of the initial business configuration in Figure 3. Figure 4 has
a customer subsystem with a set of attributes (from, to, in, out, ...). The component has an
interface node with an event. After triggering a process of selection of an external service, the
business configuration will send its event to the site where the reconfiguration rule package is,
and a new business activity will be created there. We will explain details in next section after
introducing distributed ambient graphs of business configurations.

We now present transformation rules for business configurations: state transformation rules.
A state transformation rule is a rule that can make the following transformations in one activity:

– process an event, eliminating it from a node of a component;
– transform the values of the attributes of a component using information of the processed events

of its nodes;
– publish an event in the node of a component.

An example of a state transformation rule is in Figure 5 which extends the one presented in
the section of symbolic graphs with a temporal formula: it publishes an event in the interface node
of the component of the customer.

Other rules can be used for processing the information of the reply-event of the booking agent
or to start the payment. When the rule in Figure 5 is applied to the business configuration, the
initiating event is added to the business configuration. The resulting new business configuration is
in Figure 4. Note that the rule also has a temporal subformula in the with-clause, which requests
always a confirmation from the chosen Booking Agent.
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with from = “Barcelona” ˄ to = “ London” ˄ in = 110718

˄ out = 200718 ˄ getf = true ˄ conf = false ˄ 

reqdate = 150418˄ price = 0.0 ˄ eba = busy

sid:int

from:string

to:string

in:int

out:int

flight:string

price:float

getf:bool

conf:bool

reqdate:int

Customer

eeeeeba

Fig. 3. Business configuration with just a
customer activity.

sid:int

from:string

to:string

in:int

out:int

flight:string

price:float

getf:bool

conf:bool

reqdate:int

Customer

booktrip֠

from: string

to: string

out: int

in: int

req:bool

e

with from = “Barcelona” ˄ to = “ London” ˄ in = 110720

˄ out = 200718 ˄ getf = true ˄ conf = false ˄ 

reqdate = 150418 ˄ price = 0.0 ˄

req � conf ˄ eba = busy

eba

Fig. 4. New business configuration with a
trigger event

sid:int

from:str

to:stri

in:int

out:int

flight:string

price:float

getf:bool

conf:bool

reqdate:int

Customer
sid:int

from:str

to:str

in:int

out:int

flight:string

price:float

getf:bool

conf:bool

reqdate:int

Customer

booktrip֠

fromf: string

tof: string

outf: int

inf: int

reqdatef:int

req:bool

with fromf = from ˄ tof = to ˄ outf = out ˄ inf = in ˄

getf = true ˄ reqdatef = reqdate˄ req � conf

Fig. 5. Rule associated with the customer activity

4 Distributed Ambient Graphs with Business Configurations
(DAGBC)

In this section we present distributed ambient graphs with business configurations and then their
transformation system.

4.1 Description of DAGBCs and their types

The basic idea of these graphs is that they represent ambient topologies which will be defined
as typed attributed graphs where the attributes will be Names to represent ambient names and
business repositories BREP with an union ∪ operation. Additionally every ambient node can
have a temporal symbolic subgraph which represent business configurations. Now we describe the
type graph. In addition to the nodes and edges to represent attributes, we have five types of graph
nodes: nodes to denote ambients with a name attribute, nodes to denote interfaces between ambient
nodes, nodes to denote ambient visibility with name attributes, nodes of business configurations
and one unique node per ambient to represent business repositories. Concerning the edges we
also have four types: edges to define the hierarchy of ambients, edges to associate visibility nodes
to ambient nodes, edges to associate business repository nodes to ambient nodes, and edges and
hyperedges of business confiigurations.

Intuitively, our representation includes a node (and the corresponding attribute) for each am-
bient in the expression. Moreover, if an ambient a1 is inside the ambient a2 then we have an edge
from the node associated to a1 to an interface node and another edge from that interface node to
the node associated to a2 (we need these interface nodes for technical reasons). That is, the graph
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associated to an expression can be considered to embed the topology of the ambients involved
in the expression. In addition, we have a visibility node associated to a given ambient and this
visibility node can have a set of visible ambients as attributes, and a business repository node
to attach a business repository to each ambient. Finally, we can have a business configuration
associated to each ambient represented as a temporal symbolic subgraph.

Thus, ambient nodes will be represented in the graphs as ani where i is an index, interfaces
between ambient nodes as ini, visibility nodes as vni, nodes of business configurations as bci and
nodes for business repositories as bri. All type of edges will be represented in the same way as
directed arrows.

A distributed ambient graph of business configurations has a distinguished data set Names
where a name denotes the name of an ambient. We have additionally a distinguished name pub to
denote that the business repositories of an ambient is public to all ambients. Business repository
nodes will have as attributes business repositories, which contain the set of services which an
ambient provides. We will use the usual union operation on sets ∪ for union of business repositories.
The data set will be referred as BREP . Each service is defined as a reconfiguration rule package
which always include a distinguished reconfiguration rule which will be explained in detail in next
subsection, appart from other transformation rules.

A distributed ambient graph of business configurations DAGBC satisfies the following prop-
erties:

– for any pair nodes ani and ini there exists at most one edge between them.
– there are no cycles between nodes ani and ini.
– we have one visibility node vni associated to each ambient node with a set of ambient names

as attributes. In particular, these names must be normal names or the distinguished name pub.
– Every ambient node has one and only one ambient name and every ambient name can be

targeted by different edges but it can appear just once in the graph.
– We have one business repository node bri associated to each ambient node with an attribute

of type BREP .
– Business configurations are temporal symbolic subgraphs, each one with its own with clause.

Since business configurations are directed acyclic graphs, we will have an initial business con-
figuration node with a label with two distinguished values: empty to indicate that there is no
business activity going on, and busy to indicate there is at least one active business activity.

Consider the following two examples of DAGBC in Figure 6 and 7.

in0

an1 an2

in1 in2

vn1
vn2

n m

bc1 br1

eeba1 brs1

bc2 br2

brs2
eeba2

with eba1=empty with eba2=empty

Fig. 6. A first example of DAGBC.

in0

an1

in1

an2 an3

in2 in3

an4

in4

an5

in5

br1

brs1

bc1

eeba1 brs2 eeba2

with …

br5 bc5

e

with …

br3

brs3

bc3

eeba3

br2 bc2

br4

brs4

bc4

eeba4

brs5
eba5

with …

with …

with …

Fig. 7. A second example of DAGBC.

In the first example we have two ambients with names n and m, where both ambients n and
m can access each other. Additionally, both of them have business repositories brs1 and brs2, and
none of them have started a business activity. In the second example we have five ambients and,
because of reasons of space, we have omitted the ambient names, considering the name of the
ambient node, the name of the ambient. Additionally, we have also omitted the visibility nodes,
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and we consider that all ambients are public (pub). In this example all ambients have also business
repositories, and two of them (an2 and an5) have started a business activity. Therefore, each of
them has temporal symbolic subgraphs, and each of them has its local with clause. The other
three ambients have no business activity and therefore eba1 = eba3 = eba4 = empty.

4.2 A transformation system for DAGBCs

The transformation system consists of two different kind of rules:

– State transformation rules, reconfiguration rules and transference rule to transform normally
two business configurations. State transformation rules were explained in the previous section
and we explain reconfiguration rules in this section, which differ from the reconfiguration rules
presented at [15]. Transference rules are new and we will also explain them in this section.

– five rules to transform the ambient topology: a rule to move one ambient inside another
ambient, a rule to move out an ambient from another ambient, a rule to open an ambient,
and two rules to add and delete visible ambient names associated to an ambient. Because of
simplicity, these rules are presented without the intermediate graph K of the double pushout
approach.

Reconfiguration and transference rules

An example of a reconfiguration rule is in Figure 8: it has a business activity including a
customer component and a business activity including a booking agent component in two different
ambients. Note that the rule requires that the customer have at least seven attributes. Two of
the attributes are getf , which is true because the customer requires information about a flight,
and conf , which is false because the customer has not received confirmation yet from the booking
agent. Two other three attributes are needed to define a temporal formula that provides a discount
in the price of the flight. The sid attribute is needed to receive the service identifier from the Boo
king Agent. This service identifier will be used in the transference rule to transfer in an event the
chosen flight from the Booking Agent.

The Booking Agent has also two boolean attributes: getfb, which is true when the agent is
treating a booking request, and confb, which is true when the agent has sent a confirmation of the
request with or without information on the reservation. This reconfiguration rule has also temporal
formulas in the with-clause. They express the provides specification of the Booking Agent. The
first two conjunctions express that the agent will always receive the request after it has been sent,
and that, if the agent receives a request, it will always send a confirmation. The last conjunction
of the temporal formula expresses that if the request arrives 90 days before the flight departure,
the customer will receive a discount of 10%. Thus, the reconfiguration rule adds a business activity
with a booking agent component in the ambient which provides the service, and it also sends the
requesting event from the ambient of the Customer to the ambient of the Booking Agent.

A reconfiguration rule package contains one distinguished reconfiguration rule and a set of
state transformation rules and transference rules.

The event in Figure 4 triggers a process of selection of an external service including a reconfig-
uration rule together with a set of state transformation rules and transference rules. The selected
reconfiguration rule is the one in Figure 8. After applying the reconfiguration rule, a business ac-
tivity including a booking agent component is created in the ambient which provides the Booking
Agent service, and the requesting event of the customer is also sent to the business activity of
the Booking Agent. Additionally, a service identifier is sent to the Customer in an event. The two
resulting business activities are in Figures 9 and 10 . Before applying the rule, we have to prove
that the provides specification of the Booking Agent denoted by the boolean variable prov implies
the requires specification of the customer denoted by the boolean variable req.

These two business configurations could be ubicated in the example of DAGBC given in
Figure 7. Thus the Customer business configuration could be in ambient an2 and the business
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sid:int

getf:bool

conf:bool

in:int

out:int

reqdate:int

price:float

booktrip֠

from: string

to: string

out: int

in: int

reqdate:int

sid:int

getf:bool

conf:bool

in:int

out:int

reqdate:int

price:float

with getf = true ˄ conf = false 

with getf = true ˄ conf = false ˄

sid1=1150

eeba ebrp

ebrps

eeba ebrp

ebrps

booktrip֠

from: str

to: stri

out: int

in: int

reqdate:int

BookingAg

fromf:str

tof:str

inf:int

outf:int

flightf:str

getfb:bool

conf:bool

confb:bool

orprice:float

price:float

reqdate:int
with
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Fig. 8. A reconfiguration rule
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Fig. 9. Updated business configuration of
the Customer.
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Fig. 10. Updated business configuration
of the Booking Agent.

configuration of the Booking Agent could be in ambient an5. Note that in Figure 10 we have also
the equations which define the attributes of the event which has been transferred.

In general, in reconfiguration rules normally two business configurations of different sites take
part: the one which requests a service (bcr) and the one which provides a service (bcp). bcr has
normally an event which is sent to bcp and therefore it is discarded from bcr. Additionally in bcp it is
created a business activity with a provides specification prov which has to satisfy the requirements
specification req of bcr. These requirements req are not in the reconfiguration rule but in the
DAGBC which we will refer to DBC to which we are going to apply the rule. Additionally we
can have in general a with clause associated to bcr with set of formulas Φr. So in the left DAGBC
of the reconfiguration rule we have bcr with an event and with its with clause, and a business
configuration node from which the reconfiguration rule has been taken from a business repository
brps. In the right DAGBC of the reconfiguration rule we have bcr without the event, and pending
from the initial node of the business configuration bcp the event from bcr, and a new business
activity with a with clause with a set of formulas Φp including the provides specification prov.
Reconfiguration rules will be applied to a DAGBC which we have already referred as DBC. This
DBC could be very big because it can have many ambients with their business configurations
but only two business configurations of two ambients are transformed. The one which requires a
service will be referred as BCR and it should include an event and a with clause referred as ΦR.
ΦR should include the requirements including the initialization of the values of the attributes of
the event. In order to apply successfully the reconfiguration rule to DBC one must proof that
ΦR =⇒ Φr and prov =⇒ req. The business configuration which provides the service has the
reconfiguration rule in its business repository set and it can be in general busy running several
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business activities different to the new one. Let us call these possibly existing business activities
BCP with set of formulas ΦP . To apply the reconfiguration rule to DBC we proceed in two steps:

– We calculate first the double pushout of the two business configurations which are going to be
transformed without their with clauses.

– We add then the with clauses of both business configurations. The one which requires the
service will include the formulas T (ΦR) ∪ Φr where T is the transformation function defined
to define rule application for temporal symbolic rules. The one which provides the service will
include the formulas T (ΦP ) ∪ Φp ∪ T (ΦSR) where ΦSR is the set of equations (possibly with
auxiliary variables) which define the attributes of the event or events which are sent to the
business configuration which provides the service.

As we have explained,a business repository contains all the possible services as reconfiguration
rule packages that are available in a given ambient. As we have also mentioned, a reconfiguration
rule package have state transformation rules and transference rules.

In transference rules, like in reconfiguration rule, two business configurations take part. They
work like reconfiguration rules, and they normally just send an event from one business config-
uration to another. In our example, a transference rule is needed to send the information of the
chosen flight from the Booking Agent to the Customer. In the transference rule, it has to be the
service identifier of the Customer to identify the Customer which requested the service.

Rules to transform the ambient topology

To transform the ambient topology we do not need symbolic rules which transform the with
clauses but parameterised rules over the dataset Names. For technical reasons, additionally, the
morphism r : K → R going from the context to the right-hand side of a rule does not need to be
a monomorphism.

Definition 6. A production with parameterised names p consists of a set of names or labels SL,
a DAGBC graph L with all the labels in SL, two more DAGBC graphs K and R together with a
monomorphism l : K → L and an arbitrary morphism r : K → R. The production p is represented
as p ll1 . . . lln : L← K → R where lli are the labels in SL.

To perform a direct transformation G ⇒ H via a left-linear production p ll1 . . . lln :: L ←
K → R with a set of instantiation labels il1 . . . iln first we have to obtain the production with no
labels p′ : L′ ← K ′ → R′ by substituting every lli by its associated ili. We also have to define the
obvious induced morphisms l′ and r′ by l and r and the substitution. Then with a match m, the
direct transformation is defined by the usual double pushout diagram.

Now we explain the five transformation rules to transform the ambient topology. As in previous
rules, we will omit the intermediate graph K in the rules. The rule to move in one ambient n inside
another ambient m is referred as in n m and it is defined in Figure 11.

The rule to move out ambient n from the ambient which embeds n is referred as out n and it
is defined in Figure 12. The rule in is the inverse of rule out and viceversa.

The rule to open an ambient n is referred as open n and it is defined in Figure 13. This rule is
not easy to interpret and we give an explanation. The interface node in2 is identified with in1 and
therefore it is added to in1 the ambient topology which was pending in in2. To apply this rule it
is required that the business configuration of ambient n must be empty. On the other hand vn2
is identified also with vn1, and therefore all its visibility labels of vn2 are moved to vn1. Finally,
the business repository of ambient n enriches the business repository of its superambient.

Finally, the rule to add the visibility name m to the visibility set of ambient n is referred
as addv m n and it is defined in Figure 14, the rule to remove the visibility name m from the
visibility set of ambient n is referred as rmv m n and it is defined in Figure 15.

As an example of parameterised rule application, we consider the first of five parameterised
rules with which we transform the ambient topology. The first rule in n m has two parameters
which are ambient names. If we apply this rule with instantiation names an1 and an2, then the
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target graph G must have these ambient names, and they have to have the same superambient.
In order to compute the double pushout we first have to transform the parameterised rule in n m
into a non-parameterised rule replacing every appearance of n and m in L, K and R by an1 and
an2 respectively, obtaining L′, K ′ and R′ and its associated new morphisms l′ and r′. Now with
this non-parameterised rule we can compute the double pushout with no problems.

In order to define transformation systems for DAGBC we need graph transformation units.
Graph transformation units encapsulate a set of rules with a control unit. Graph transformation
units have a transactional semantics in the sense that in order to produce a transformation all the
rules of the transformation unit taking part in the transformation must be applied successfully. If
some rule cannot be applied successfully no transformation is performed. The control unit specifies
the order with which the rules must be applied. In our case the language of the control unit consists
of a compositional sequential operator of the form np1; . . . ;npn where each name production has
its set of instantiation names if necessary. It has also a parallel operator of sequences of rules rsi
of the form rs1 | ... | rsn. For this parallel operator, if all possible sequentializations of the parallel
operator yield the same result the application is correct. If not, the application returns the initial
graph. See [14] for some examples using transformation units.

The transformation system

Now we present the concept of transformation systems for DAGBCs:

Definition 7. A transformation system for distrbuted ambient graph of business configurations
consists of:

– A distributed ambient graph of business configurations
– the five parameterised rules with names in, out, open, rmv, addv
– for each ambient a set of transformation rules associated to the business configuration of the

ambient.
– a transformation unit.

Finally we present the four different ways through which we can transform a transformation
system for business configurations. Transformation steps can be one of the following:

– An application of a state transformation rule to a current business configuration. The result
updates the business configuration.

– After a process of selection of a reconfiguration rule package by an interface node of an ac-
tivity of a busy business configuration of an ambient node anr and at least one event ev,
the application of the distinguished rule of the selected reconfiguration package of possibly
another ambient node anp. In this case we normally remove the event ev from the business
configuration of anr and add it to anp. Additionally we add a business activity to anp.
The rest of the rules of the reconfiguration rule package are added to the current set of state
transformation rules of the business configuration.

– An application of a transference rule, which normally just transfer an event node from one
business configuration to another.

– an application of one of the five parameterised rules with names in, out, open, rmv, addv

5 An Example

The initial ambient hierarchy of the running example is the one of Figure 7 with five ambients
an1, ..., an5. We consider two independent customers requesting a loan of 500 euros by one cus-
tomer and a flight to London by the other customer. The loan request is performed in ambient
an1 and the flight request is performed in ambient an2. Initially the rule in Figure 5 would be
applied to the flight customer in order to generate an event to search a Booking Agent, and in
parallel a similar rule would be applied to the loan customer. Therefore, both customer sites start
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a process of service discovery, ranking and selection to find the requested services. Consider that
the chosen Booking Agent service is in ambient an4 and the chosen loan service is in ambient
an5. The ambient an4 which provides the flight service includes the reconfiguration rule of Figure
8 which adds a business activity in ambient an4 to search for a flight and transfers the booking
request from ambient an2 to ambient an4. Other rules which should be applied in ambient an4
are:

– a rule to request a flight service. (The chosen flight service could be in ambient an3).
– rules to choose a flight to send to the customer and put the information in an event.
– a rule to tranfer the event with the flight info to the customer.

The business activity of ambient an5 which provides the loan service is simpler and it only has
a reconfiguration rule similar to the one of Figure 8 an a transference rule to send in an event the
requested loan info to the customer. This is a simple example of two customers requesting two
independent services in parallel, but we do think that our model scales up well to an arbitrary
number of services with the possibility to perform service composition.

We could have added rules to transform the ambient topology. See [14] for two examples on
how to apply these rules.

6 Related work and conclusions

We can find several graph formalisms that have been used to model distributed computing.
In [19] she presents distributed graph transformation. She has two abstraction levels, the net-

work and the local level, with the concept of synchronization by interface graphs into a new
approach. It offers a clear and elegant description of dynamic networks, distributed actions as
well as communication and synchronization based on graph transformation. She also uses the
double-pushout approach.

Bigraphs [13] is focused in hierarchical graph models. They have two dimensions: place graphs
and link graphs. Place graphs deal deal with structured design of processes and induce a tree-
like hierarchy of nodes. Link graphs deal with interaction capabilities which can connect any tree
nodes. Link graphs could be used to model service connections.

Gs-graphs [1] were not originally designed with these purposes, but in this paper they show
that they are as convenient as bigraphs and they seem to offer some advantages over bigraphs.

None of the approaches integrates a formalism for service level agreements or a temporal logic
for requires and provides specifications.

In [5] they present in a tutorial format a family of formalisms called Synchronised Hyperedge
Replacement (SHR) and they show that is an adequate formalize to model service oriented com-
puting. They present SHReq which incorporates also c-semirings to deal with QoS requirements.
On the other hand, they do not mention any use of a temporal logic.

In our work, we use temporal symbolic graphs to give a model of service oriented computing
which goes beyond the language presented in [9]. Thus, our model represented by distributed
ambient graphs with business configurations, allow us to represent different distributed sites, and
model a choreography of service applications. Other formalisms to develop choreographies for
service oriented computing are the following:

– The Web Services Choreography Description Language (WS-CDL [11]) is an XML-based lan-
guage that describes peer-to-peer collaborations of participants by defining, from a global
viewpoint, their common and complementary observable behaviour. The modelling of service
interactions extensively rely on programming language constructs such as sequence, loops, and
variable assignment. We strongly prefer our declarative approach using graph transformation.

– In [21] they propose a set of requirements that a language for choregraphies has to satisfy
and propose a concrete one called Let’s Dance. The language supports the description of both
local and global views of service interactions (i.e. behavioural interfaces and choreographies
respectively). In [10] they give a formal semantics using the π-calculus. We think that we can
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express all the patterns of interaction that they propose using symbolic graph transformation.
On the other hand, we do not know how to express our ambient hierarchy of distributed sites
with visibility restrictions, and our temporal logic for requires and provides specifications in
their formalism.

In this work we have not tackled the problems of working with persistent data in service
oriented computing. We plan to do some future work on the area. Another area of interest is
recommender systems for services.
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